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’Snow Problem Prototype Concepts for FIRST
POWER UP

Nicholas Aarestad, Abraham Carter

Abstract—This white paper summarizes our prototypes for FIRST POWER UP, including our projectile, lift, and intake concepts, and
how those concepts translated to prototypes in order to address concerns we had before implementing them.

F

1 INTRODUCTION

Our primary prototyping is focused on working with the
POWER CUBES in a variety of ways. Through our strategy
discussion, two major concepts emerged for scoring in the
SCALE– launching the cube as a projectile or lifting it to the
necessary height. Additionally, we identified two primary
methods of intaking cubes– roller/continuous intake and
claw. We took all of these except for claw to physical
prototypes of a variety of types, which we will describe in
each of their concept and physical prototyping stages.

2 PROJECTILE

One potential set of mechanisms for scoring POWER CUBES
in the scale involve turning the cube into a projectile–
the minimum height for the low point of the CUBE being
approximately 7 feet off the ground. The perceived benefits
to the projectile family of concept are that it is potentially a
low center of gravity due to not needing to lift, and speedier
scoring due to not needing to lift and then move slowly to
line up.

2.1 Catapult
2.1.1 Concept
We ran through the calculation (seen below) for a catapult
and determined that it was viable solution to take to a phys-
ical prototype. We were a fans of a projectile mechanism
like this because it would allow us to keep our center of
gravity lower. We also pulled out our 2016 robot, Perses,
in order to see how the POWER CUBE might fly when it
was in the air. It seemed to get around 4 feet of air with no
real modifications to Perses, so we felt confident pursuing it
further.

2.1.2 Physical Prototypes
We took this prototype through multiple prototype itera-
tions. Our first iteration used the PHD cylinders, which
ended up not being suitable to the quick and forceful
extension necessary for a catapult due to their integrated
flow control.

A quick switch to alternative Nitra cylinders produced
results roughly comparable to our Perses prototype. How-
ever, on further analysis, we believed a good deal of force
was being lost due to the relatively rough nature of the
prototype. Our third iteration included an adjustable hole
pattern

Fig. 1. Calculations for the catapult

2.2 Wheeled Shooter
2.2.1 Concept
We initially completely ignored the concept of a wheeled
shooter– it simply did not come up in our concepts. How-
ever, while testing the wheeled intake, we noticed that we
were able to eject the POWER CUBE with a significant
amount of force with relatively low-powered (for FRC) BAG
motors on 10:1 VersaPlanetaries.

2.2.2 Physical Prototypes
Our first official prototype for the wheeled shooter was
hastily constructed from two VersaPlanetaries with 10:1 gear
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Fig. 2. Prototype catapult, version 1, back view

Fig. 3. Prototype catapult, version 1, front view

Fig. 4. Prototype catapult, version 2, front view

ratios off of BAG motors. With this setup, at 70 degrees
inclined we got to around 4.5 feet of height from it. While
not particularly impressive in itself, this is about the time
where we realized we couldn’t dismiss it out of hand, and
at a minimum it would be possible to mount a shooter on
an elevator to minimize the amount of extension necessary.

Our second iteration of the prototype added two more
accelerator wheels, and switched two of the motors to
AndyMark RedLine motors and two to VexPro 775pro mo-
tors, which have extremely similar on-paper characteristics.
Additionally, we swapped the exit wheels to black Andy-
Mark compliant wheels. With this intake on a half inch ply-
wood backing with 2x4’s for mounting the VersaPlanetaries
we achieved almost 8 feet of height with relatively little

Fig. 5. Prototype catapult, version 2, back view

tumbling. With this, we were confident with a rigid final
assembly it would be viable enough that us taking a robot
to completion wouldn’t be a waste of time.

Fig. 6. Prototype wheeled shooter, version 2

3 LIFT

We had a number of concepts for lift mechanisms that
we investigated considerably. This includes a 4-bar arm, a
scissor lift, and linear lift. In the end, only the scissor lift
and linear lift made it to prototyping for reasons we will
discuss in their subsections.

3.1 4-Bar Arm

3.1.1 Concept
In our initial concepts, we really liked the idea of a 4-bar
linkage to lift the POWER CUBE to the SCALE, but upon
further investigation, the geometry for this arm, even under
impossible conditions, is essentially impossible for a 4 bar
in the long configuration due to the 16” limit on extensions
from the frame. This was recognized when we were doing
some initial geometry sketches for a 4 bar, and the idea was
promptly shelved.

3.2 Scissor

3.2.1 Concept
One of the things we realized when looking at potential lifts
was that a scissor lift that reached our height goal would
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have relatively small number of stages, meaning it would be
more stable than a scissor lift would usually be. Specifically,
assuming 30” bars, we were looking at approximately three
stages for a full extension.

3.2.2 Physical Prototype

We prototyped this in 2x4s, and were relatively confident
that it would be a solid option. Unfortunately, we would
prefer to do the extension with lead screws, which we do
not have on hand, so we nixed this idea.

Fig. 7. Prototype scissor lift

3.3 Linear Lift

3.3.1 Concept

The third lifting concept we arrived at was a linear elevator
in the vein of the one described in 973’s RAMP videos. Once
we determined this would be a viable option,

3.3.2 Prototype

Our prototype for this mechanism was largely focus on
identifying whether we would have center of gravity issues
at maximum extension. To address this issue, we created
a Solidworks model of a simplified elevator and used its
integrated tools to identify the center of mass. Based on this,
we decided that it was very viable in the long orientation,
but would likely be more risky in the wide orientation, as it
was approximately 23” off the ground. While we did not end
up selecting this prototype for our final robot, we believe it
is a proven design that would likely be very successful this
year.

4 INTAKES

A key part of scoring given the number of POWER CUBES
on the ground is intaking them from the ground into a
known position in the robot. To do this we identified two
overall strategies for this– a continuous mechanism– using
compliant wheels or using rollers, or a simple claw using
pneumatics.

4.1 Continuous Intake

4.1.1 Concept
Based on previous games, we are strongly of the belief that
continuous intakes are generally the way to go, though
creating an effective intake often requires a great deal of
iteration. Our initial instinct for a prototype was a wheel
directly run by a BAG motor. In this phase, we looked at
how wide our intake was likely to be– a naive estimation of
this was the width of the block (13”), plus 4 inches on each
side for 4” AndyMark compression wheels. This equates
to 21”. For either robot configuration, we need to have a
minimum of 6” of bumper on each side, meaning our gap
can be a maximum of 16” on a 28” robot side, or 21” for a
33” robot side. With our naive estimation, it would require a
bit more prototyping to run a through-the-bumper intake on
a long robot than a wide robot. Thinking of ways to reduce
the size we thought of making two rails made of Polycord
or similar material would allow us to reduce the width of
the continuous intake.

Once we made the decision to create a wheeled shooter
it was determined that we would add a ramp to the intake
that would allow it to go from the floor to a 70 degree angle.
Initial ideas for an intake included tipping the intake onto a
70 degree ramp and pulling it into the wheeled shooter. This
idea was turned down as it would mess up the intended
way of launching the Power Cube. Continuing on, we
agreed that a two stage ramp would be ideal for the delivery
of the intake. We debated several angles including 35-35, 40-
30, and 45-25. Ultimately we went with a 45-25 ramp as it
lessened the stress on the Polycord and allowed us to use the
power of the external intake. We then though about how we
could improve the external intake and looked at ways of
correcting the Power Cube. Rotating the wheels in opposite
directions would allow us to correct the orientation of Power
Cube. While this seems like a possible strategy for teams to
use we decided that we would just drive back and approach
from a different angle as this is something the programming
and driving team can approach.

4.1.2 Physical Prototype
We started out with ”seal arms” as used previously by FRC
2175 and several FTC teams this year. These were suffi-
ciently successful that we began looking at the particulars
of spring loading them and the transition to a mechanism.
The 4” AndyMark compression wheels had fantastic grip,
while the bag motors provided more than enough power,
providing inspiration to the creation of the wheeled shooter.
Moving onto the internal intake we started with direct
driven 4” AndyMark compression wheels. The fantastic grip
and power would be great for carrying and delivering the
Power Cube to the Exchange. As we deduced in the concept
stage, the total width of the intake was impractical for a
long configuration robot. Going onto our next prototype we
used 2” AndyMark compression wheels. These helped re-
duced the total width of the continuous intake, however the
VersaPlanetary gearboxes was rubbing against the Power
Cube. After much discussion we decided to prototype a
continuous intake using Polycord. This greatly reduced the
size of the intake with a total width of 17”. The first test
of the Polycord was lackluster. The grip was lighter and
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the power wasn’t quite as strong. To improve the design
we tried adding 2” AndyMark compression wheels. This
helped immensely as it had a much stronger grip and the
Polycord made a good track for the Power Cube.

On Day 2 we decided to make a prototype that would
allow the Power Cube to feed into a shooter. Because
we needed the long configuration the Polycord prototype
seemed the best option to modify into a ramp. The intial
ramp required the Power Cube to travel partially up a 45
degree ramp and then into a 25 degree ramp to get to the
ideal angle of 70 degrees. The external intake had plenty of
power to send the cube up the 45 degree ramp where the
Polycord would then catch it and bring it into the shooter.
The biggest change in the intake shooter today was the
isolation of the external intake allowing for development
of both prototypes to go further. The internal system was
then changed to our final angle of 30 degrees. This made it
much easier for the Polycord intake to bring in the Power
Cube. More testing of the external system resulted in us
realizing that the fixed external intakes had a problem with
bringing in Power Cubes at an angle. To solve this issue
we tried to increase the elasticity using the pneumatics as
the source, however the force was bringing the wheels in
instead of helping the wheels move out. We then went on
to use surgical tubing to create a 2 section intake that would
expand when taking in a Power Cube at an angle.

Fig. 8. Prototype sprung intake, compressed

Fig. 9. Prototype spring intake, extended

4.2 Claw Intake

4.2.1 Concept

When investigating the concept of the claw, we arrived
at the conclusion that it would technically work, but as
with most mechanisms of this type, it would likely be
significantly more difficult to make it easy for a driver to
obtain game pieces. Due to this somewhat inherent flaw, we
decided it would likely be a better use of our time to focus
on active intakes.

5 CONTACTING THE AUTHORS

Team ’Snow Problem may be reached in order to ask ques-
tions on our Chief Delphi thread, on Twitter (@SnowProb-
lemz), or via our Twitch stream during the three day build.
After the build, we will still be answering questions on the
thread and via email (at gofirst@umn.edu). We are doing
this for you, the FRC community, and are happy to answer
questions and discuss our designs with you.

https://www.chiefdelphi.com/forums/showthread.php?t=160899
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Fig. 10. Calculations for the catapult
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Fig. 11. Prototype catapult, version 1, back view

Fig. 12. Prototype catapult, version 1, front view
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Fig. 13. Prototype catapult, version 2, front view

Fig. 14. Prototype catapult, version 2, back view
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Fig. 15. Prototype wheeled shooter, version 2

Fig. 16. Prototype scissor lift
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Fig. 17. Prototype sprung intake, compressed
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Fig. 18. Prototype spring intake, extended
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